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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

Vista-II Stabilizing Arm & Vest (VSTA-II-AV) 

All rights reserved. 

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l

Vista-II Vest

Vista-II Arm 

Storage Bag 2x Heavy Tension 
Springs  
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 Adjust the tightness of Vest around your waist
and hips using Velcro strap, drawing it around
evenly on both sides of Vest pad. Lock them
with buckles.

 In the same way, adjust and lock upper straps
with buckles on chest plate.

 The length of chest plate can be adjusted
according to your height by using adjustment
Knob. Finally, the Vest should properly fit
your body, as shown.

 Vista-ll Vest Setup 

 Put-on the Vest and insert lower strap
through the turnbuckle.

Straps are made of nylon with strong Velcro, & can be easily replaced or adjusted to suit Individual needs.  

Our Flycam Galaxy Vest can be used with all professional Arms like Steadicam, Tiffin, Glide cam & Sachtler. 

 Vista-ll Arm Setup 

NOTE: It can be operated efficiently either right or left handed.  

 Loosen the knobs of Socket Block on Vest.
Then Insert male connecting socket of Arm
into Socket Block of Vest and tighten the
knobs.

 Insert pin of Vista-II Arm into handle of your
Stabilizer.

 Once vertical and horizontal balance is
achieved, mount Stabilizer (Not Included) on
gimbal connector of Arm.

NOTE: For attaching stabilizer to Arm, keep handle of stabilizer straight in accordance to pin of Arm .  

Knobs 
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The arm tension is adjusted for the heaviest camcorder it can hold, so it does not bottom-out when you 
put the camcorder and sled on it for the first time. 
Now adjust Arm for the weight of your camcorder:  

 With the Vest On, attach Arm & unlock the rig.

 Move Arm to the middle of its booming (up and down) range and let go (If it stays  where it is, you are
probably close to the right adjustment).

 Keep making small adjustments until the camcorder does not rise or fall when you let go of it in the
middle of its booming range.

 Arm Adjustment 

 Position arm 

 Move the camcorder to your left so the arm crosses your body.

 Adjust the arc of your arm so the rig feels comfortable to you.
 Keep the camcorder close to your body.

Bearing Maintenance 
If after some period of time the bearings stop running smoothly as when new, you can oil it with light 
lubricating oil. We recommend using only a few drops, anything more than a little will end up dripping 
from bearing and onto the rest of your Arm. Be sure to keep the oil away from your Camera, and clean up 
any over-spill when done. 

Cleaning 
Do not use solvents or harsh cleaners of any kind on Vista-II Arm & Vest. If the unit becomes dirty, use 
only a cloth or sponge with water and a very mild detergent to gently rub the unit clean. Rinse well. 

Storage 
If you are going to store Flycam Vista-II Arm & Vest for a long period of time, then we recommend storing 
it up-right in a dry or low-to-normal humidity area. 

If you are unable to find an environment like this, then we suggest you store the unit in an airtight plastic 
container or bag. Keeping the unit upright helps to lessen stress on the system. 

 Maintenance 

For Interchanging the spring, Follow this video
https://bit.ly/3bZ6Ws7
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YOUR VISTA-II STABILIZING ARM & VEST 
ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 

Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our    
utmost support and care until you use our product.  




